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BENEFITS, COLLECTION’S AND COMPLIANCE 
UNDER GST SO FAR… 

The Government’s most transformative tax reform “GST” is considered as the boldest move in 
the history after Independence. It left some businessman unsatisfactory with sternness, while 
some were still ready to accept the change. Thus the impact of GST is manifold. The 
Government while promoting GST highlighted it by slogan “for the common man, of the 
common man and by the common man”. Thus it was very clear from the government’s 
perspective that the common man is going to get benefitted from introduction of GST. 

Almost 9 months have elapsed after introduction of GST regime and it is important to know the 
GST Collection to the government and how it benefitted the common man. Let us first look at 
some data to exactly know the situation of the country and how “aam aadmi”has benefitted 
with same- 

 

 

 

The Cost of living has been reduced however it targetted the rich class of society. The 
government intended to reduce the gap between the rich and poor. Since every coin has two 
sides, GST is no exception. It has its fair share of Chaos and uncertainity. 

Now let’s look at the impact on Governments treasury. It reduced the government’s narrow base 
of taxation and increased the governments funding to a drastic level. 
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Total Revenue of Rs. 7.19 lakh crore collected under GST in the period between August 2017 
and March 2018. This includes Rs. 1.19 lakh crore of CGST, Rs. 1.72 lakh crore of SGST, Rs. 
3.66 lakh crore of IGST (including Rs. 1.73 lakh crore on imports) and Rs. 62,021 crore of cess 
(including Rs. 5702 crore on imports). For this eight months, the average monthly collection 
has been Rs. 89,885 crore. The revenue of the government slipped down in the month of 
November and it is rising slowly. 

There has been improvement in the compliance level since its introduction and the figures for 
the same are as under : 

Return Period Required to file
Till due date

Returns %

July ’17 6647581 3834877 57.69% 

Aug ’17 7370102 2725183 36.98% 

Sep ’17 7823806 3934256 50.29% 

Oct ’17 7721075 4368711 56.58% 

Nov ’17 7957204 4913065 61.74% 

Dec ’17 8122425 5426278 66.81% 

Jan ’18 8322611 5394018 64.81% 

Feb ’18 8527127 5451004 63.93% 

Mar ’18 8715163 5458728 62.63% 
 

Regarding the compliance level, the finance ministry had said in a statement that tax 
compliance may not be up to the mark as key features of GST, such as invoice matching, e-way 
bills, as well as reverse charge mechanism have been postponed. 

Thus, to sum up it can be said that, while GST impact businesses and industries in a big way, 
it does not directly affect the common man. The only impact they will see would be due to the 
change in rates of the goods and services they avail. Well lets just hope that common man gets 
the benefit as government thought while introducing the GST. 

 


